PAINTED DESERT

With Maxwell’s Fall 2021 collection, modern & tactile desert minimalism meets the optimism & glamour of Art Deco, appropriate for ushering in a new Roaring Twenties.
1. **Jackson** - An add-on to our faux leather series Easy Rider. Jackson is a revolutionary PVC in that it mimics the ultrasoft and pliable hand of a PU with all the durability of a polyvinyl chloride construction. Jackson is a classic semi-matte hide look in a deep color-line with a handful of chic metallics.

2. **Pure & Simple XIV - Linen Looks** - Consider this a Pure & Simple “greatest hits” album. The palette is entirely neutrals, featuring a huge shade range of whites, all rendered in must-have natural-blend constructions for a modern, earthy clean look.

3. **Performance Wovens Vol. V: Badlands** - Performance Wovens is the ultimate cleanability performance series for residential and crossover contract upholstery. Exclusive, fashion-forward feature designs coordinate and complement a range of small-scale patterns, textures and solids, all styled by color. Badlands combines deep and sophisticated neutral tones of camel, caraway, dark oak, poppyseed and raw umber.

4. **Performance Wovens Vol. V: Paintbrush** - Paintbrush is a multicolor-story of burnt sienna, adzuki bean red, deep peacoat blue, juniper, aloe and goldenrod.

5. **Performance Wovens Vol. V: Silver Sun** - Silver Sun is a clean palette of palomino, mother of pearl and isabelline.

6. **Regency** - This exclusive collection of transitional and traditional drapery jacquards passes NFPA 701 for contract use as well as residential use and is available in a range of soft shades from silver, taupe and stone to spa and sunny canary yellow.

7. **Sheer Hangers** - These elegant sheers pair perfectly back to our decorative sheer collections. Chic batiste and voile qualities are shown with a breezy coastal linen/poly blend in a timeless selection of neutrals.

8. **Sheer Threads** - Boho meets deco with this decorative wide-width collection. Matte, natural-looking embroideries and textures are contrasted with subtly shimmering constructions in a palette from cloud white and wheat to mixed metals like platinum and rose gold.

maxwellfabrics.com/collections/fall-2021
FALLINGWATER

1. PATTERN: ENGRAVE #729 BEELINE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

2. PATTERN: PERSEPOLIS #315 MIST
   BOOK: PURE & SIMPLE XIII

3. PATTERN: BLOCKCHAIN #933 KELP
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

4. PATTERN: DOEFOOT #737 FACET
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

5. PATTERN: MATINEE #782 GRIFFIN
   BOOK: EASY RIDER VII

6. PATTERN: FIRENZE #536 ACID
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE VELVETS VOL. II
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SONORAN SANDS

1. PATTERN: JULEP #405 NATURAL
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS

2. PATTERN: VERA #935 MARBLE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - SILVER SUN

3. PATTERN: CARLSBAD #702 CAYENNE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

4. PATTERN: ESPINOSA #728 RUST
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

5. PATTERN: BACKGAMMON #705 PAPRIKA
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH
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MINERAL SPRINGS

1. PATTERN: PIAVE #313 BUTTERSCOTCH
   BOOK: COLOR THEORY VOL. V - SORBET

2. PATTERN: BRIAR #434 PORCELAIN
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS

3. PATTERN: CLIFFSIDE #927 ICEBERG
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - SILVER SUN

4. PATTERN: CARVER #713 GLACIER
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

5. PATTERN: SOLAR SYSTEM #419 IVORY
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE TEXTURES

6. PATTERN: TAOS #936 CASHEW
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - SILVER SUN
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CAVERN CLAY

1. PATTERN: CURIO #911 HEIRLOOM
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   SILVER SUN

2. PATTERN: FOLD UP #534 ESPRESSO
   BOOK: STRIPES & CHECKS

3. PATTERN: ARLIE #110 DESERT
   BOOK: PURE & SIMPLE XIV

4. PATTERN: VALLEJO #704 VOLCANO
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   PAINTBRUSH

5. PATTERN: LACHLAN #429 GARGOYLE
   BOOK: MENSWEAR

6. PATTERN: FENCED IN #501 HIGHWAY
   BOOK: STRIPES & CHECKS
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AMONG FRONDS

1. PATTERN: ROSAPRIMA #732 MARIGOLD
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   PAINTBRUSH

2. PATTERN: DOEFOOT #720 MINERAL
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   PAINTBRUSH

3. PATTERN: SNUG #403 DUCKEGG
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE VELVETS VOL. I

4. PATTERN: SNUG #401 CORAL
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE VELVETS VOL. I

5. PATTERN: PALM FRONDS #236 FLORIDIAN
   BOOK: COLOR WAVES - GARDENIA

6. PATTERN: MICROMINI #321 DALMATION
   BOOK: COLOR WAVES - DOMINO EFFECT

7. PATTERN: CLAIR DE LUNE #401 ROSE GOLD
   BOOK: COLOR WAVES - NEAPOLITAN
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GILDED AGE

1. WALLCOVERING PATTERN: MAISON #01 IVORY
   COLLECTION: ELODIE

2. PATTERN: APIARY #933 MILK
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   SILVER SUN

3. PATTERN: BOUTON #929 SWAN
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   SILVER SUN

4. PATTERN: GRIFFITH #809 WHEAT
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V
   BADLANDS

5. PATTERN: JACKSON #622 PROSECCO
   BOOK: JACKSON

6. PATTERN: MAMIE #404 LINEN
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS
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1. PATTERN: SIDECAR #411 OXIDIZE
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS
2. PATTERN: CLOUDCROFT #825 EBONY
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - BADLANDS
3. PATTERN: VERA #716 MOSS
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH
4. PATTERN: CARLSBAD #914 LIMESTONE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - SILVER SUN
5. PATTERN: VELA #654 MUSHROOM
   BOOK: COLOR WAVES - NOMAD
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TRAIL RIDE

1. PATTERN: BRONTE #923 SAND
   BOOK: REGENCY

2. PATTERN: TUCSON #742 INK
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

3. PATTERN: BELSTAFF #701 OTTER
   BOOK: TELAFINA XIV

4. PATTERN: ESPINOSA #741 ICEFIELD
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

5. PATTERN: PATHFINDER #803 TRUFFLE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - BADLANDS
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GOLD CREEK

1. PATTERN: SIDECAR #417 ROSE GOLD
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS

2. PATTERN: JACKSON #623 ROSE GOLD
   BOOK: JACKSON

3. PATTERN: BACKGAMMON #807 PEANUT
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - BADLANDS

4. PATTERN: AREZZO #712 DUST
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. II - CANYON

5. PATTERN: WINSLOW #808 DESERT SAND
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - BADLANDS
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Roman Candle

1. Pattern: Boulevardier #421 Chapel
   Book: Sheer Threads

2. Pattern: Decoded #413 Biscuit
   Book: Performance Wovens Vol. I - White Sand

3. Pattern: Palisade #708 Molten
   Book: Performance Wovens Vol. V - Paintbrush

4. Pattern: Jackson #629 Gravel
   Book: Jackson

5. Pattern: Rosaprima #912 Dusty Miller
   Book: Performance Wovens Vol. V - Silver Sun
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1. PATTERN: APERITIVO #408 STRAW
   BOOK: SHEER THREADS

2. PATTERN: CARLSBAD #714 KELP
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

3. PATTERN: CLIFFSIDE #707 WOOD ROSE
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH

4. PATTERN: COLTER #932 NATURAL
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - SILVER SUN

5. PATTERN: JACKSON #624 OAT
   BOOK: JACKSON

6. PATTERN: ALAMOSA #710 CERAMIC
   BOOK: PERFORMANCE WOVENS VOL. V - PAINTBRUSH
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LET US BE YOUR Design Assistant™

Our dedicated in-house design assistant team are unrivaled in the industry. Consider our design assistants your style concierge. If the look you envision for your project is not in our line, our design assistants will work to source or create the perfect textile through our trusted suppliers.

TALK TO THE EXPERTS

Let us assist you by:

• Saving you time
• Offering technical knowledge and suggesting substitutes
• Providing solutions for budgets and lead times
• Stock checking and availability
• Priority sample shipping upon request

EMAIL
designassistant@maxwellfabrics.com

PHONE
800-663-1159 ext. 1

WEBSITE
maxwellfabrics.com